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Zapp Mobile Update



Zapp Mobile Overview

 Zapp Mobile is the third largest mobile operator in Romania

 Main competitors include Vodafone, Orange and Cosmote

 Zapp Mobile launched its services in December 2001 and
currently has over 400,000 post-paid subscribers

 The Company launched its EV-DO services during October
2004 and has surpassed 30,000 EV-DO subscribers

 Zapp Mobile recently launched its WLL services and foresees
significant growth potential through this product

 Pre-paid voice services will be launched in the last quarter of
2006
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EV-DO Subscribers Base
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Exploring Profitable Niche
Markets



Zapp – “A Successful Niche Operator”

 Zapp’s main competitors are mobile giants like Vodafone and
Orange

 Zapp has acknowledged since its launch that competing head
to head with such giants would be a “losing strategy”

 The Company decided to focus on profitable niches that the
competition failed to address

 Zapp focused all its efforts regarding products, communication
and distribution addressing the needs of the targeted niches

 Zapp continues to prosper in a highly competitive market
thanks to its successful niche strategy



Profitable Niche Segments – “SME’s and SOHO’s”

Consumers

Difficult to address in the short term due
to:
    - Lack of very low-end handsets
    - Poor economics per subscriber

Zapp’s focus due to:
   - Good economics per subscriber
   - Limited coverage requirements
   - Closed User Group needs

Zapp: 400kZapp: 400k
SME, SOHO, Professionals

Difficult to address with voice in the short
term due to:
   - Less coverage than competitors
   - Competition focus
   - No Roaming

Corporate



“Creating Stickiness through EVDO”

 Reliable Mobile Internet has been inexistent in the Romanian market until
Zapp launched its services using the CDMA 1X RTT technology

 Introduction of EVDO technology in October 2004 revolutionized the
broadband internet market in Romania

 Since Zapp was the first mover into the mobile internet in Romania,
customers have identified Zapp with mobile internet

 Zapp has so far focussed its efforts in the business segment where
mobile data is essential for a mobile workforce

 The company has identified sectors which have a significant number of
people “on the road” and need mobile data and targeted these segments
through its direct sales force:

 Pharmaceuticals, oil companies, insurance, financial institutions

 Zapp has been very successful in up-selling its voice services to its
“addicted” EVDO subscriber base



EVDO Pre-paid - “Highly Profitable Pre-paid Business”

 Zapp addressed a niche market opportunity by creating a pre-paid concept for the
EVDO product

 The main target for EVDO pre-paid product is customers who have an uneven
distribution of monthly usage and therefore do not want to commit to a monthly
subscription fee

 Expatriate community

 Romanian business people who travel and spend significant amount of time
outside Romania

 Media campaigns have been performed to specifically target this niche:

 Billboards at the airport

 Expatriate magazines and newspapers

 The targeted customers for the pre-paid EVDO product have high income level
(unlike pre-paid voice)

 Zapp has launched the service during the second half of 2005 and has ca. 5,000
prepaid EVDO subscribers with ARPU over $30

 Zapp does not subsidize the modems sold with the pre-paid package and
therefore has an instant payback



WLL – Wireless Local Loop
 Zapp Mobile has “soft” launched its WLL product in early 2006 and has

ca. 5,000 WLL customers

 The company will launch the WLL product accompanied with a targeted
campaign during July

 Zapp does not plan to go into “head to head” competition with
Romtelecom, the incumbent fixed line operator

 The company will concentrate on its core segment of SOHO’s and SME’s
and provide these segments an integrated fixed and mobile solution

 CUG concept carried from mobile-mobile to mobile-fixed

There are still significant number of customers un-(der) served by
Romtelecom due to coverage

 Thanks to CDMA 450, Zapp has better coverage than any other
operator for fixed solutions

 Zapp plans on capitalizing on its advantages to carve out a niche
segment for its WLL product



Thank you

Questions


